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some time ago we reported by Losangeles team The Shoe Surgeon custom shoes several shoes design must be impressive,
especially the snakeskin design YEEZY BOOST 350 V2 Python and Air Jordan 13 two more to our interpretation of a low-key but
luxurious full texture concept. Recently, Nike official seems to see the appearance of all gorgeous Python sought after, so personally
shot to bring two new design. The shoes were selected Nike's Air Huarache and Air Max 90 as the base, and use the python pattern
as the design theme presented in the shoe surface, with the silver in color and excellent texture and a future wind technology. The
official has not yet announced a specific release date, but I believe the shoes will meet with you soon. 
you earlier reported Japanese shoe brand Hender Scheme to build luxury handmade shoes slippers into the snow pack will be noble,
recently another luxury brand BUSCEMI also brought new and newly developed cortex styles of slippers. In a highly textured visual
presentation, BUSCEMI is blessed with all black tones, and its upper, gold, gilt and Logo fonts are more dazzling, and in the most
luxurious full leather material, it seems as if the style of simple slippers is sublimated. In 2014, the "slippers tornado" has continued to
happen, and sports and high-end brands have been launched, making a new awareness of this everyday necessity. It is reported that
this BUSCEMI slippers model has not yet released any sale information, but for your rich friends, such a high force lattice weapon,
how can you miss?. 
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